Pressemitteilung
Accounting Software sevDesk: Offenburg Startup is now
1&1’s Technology Partner




SEVENIT GmbH, based in Offenburg, provides the software basis
for the new “1&1 Online Accounting” for small and medium-sized
companies
§ Software for digital invoicing and accounting now available
online in major European countries

Offenburg, 9th June 2017 – Offenburg startup SEVENIT has been selected
by the Karlsruhe internet provider 1&1 Internet SE as technology partner for
the new business customer product “1&1 Online Accounting”. Using the
established accounting software “sevDesk”, small companies can now
handle their revenue and expenditure, financial status, and customer
management, as well as communication with their tax consultant and the
taxman, as part of their 1&1 package. 1&1 is the first web host in Europe to
offer this type of software-as-aservice solution for accounting. As of 9th
June 2017, it is available not only in Germany, but also in the UK, Spain, and
France.
“For us, the technology partnership with 1&1 is great confirmation of the
successful path we have taken in the development of our accounting
software,” says Fabian Silberer, one of the founders and managing
directors of SEVENIT. The cloud solution sevDesk went online for the first
time at the beginning of 2014, and in the same year was awarded the “Best
of 2014” Innovation Prize by Initiative Mittelstand. Since then, sevDesk has
become available in eight countries, with monthly sales increasing by
around 10 to 15 percent. At SEVENIT in Offenburg, a team of 30 is working
on the further development of the software and its integration into partner
programmes.
In cooperation with 1&1, “1&1 Online Accounting” is now available to small
and medium-sized companies. 1&1 is a leading internet provider with 17.16
million customer contracts. Its range of products is aimed at consumers,
freelancers, and traders, and ranges from webhosting to fast DSL access
with telephony, mobile connections, and personal information
management via the internet.

About sevDesk:
sevDesk is a smart invoicing and accounting software with which self-employed people
and small companies can do all their accounting online easily and cheaply. Using artificial
intelligence, sevDesk accounting software allows you to scan and automatically manage all
vouchers digitally via an app, whether for single-entry or double-entry accounting. The
revenue surplus can be added entirely without a tax consultant. When adding balance
sheets, working with a tax consultant is child’s play thanks to DATEV export and the direct
interface. The cloud-based invoicing programme makes it easy to create and manage
proposals and invoices with just 3 clicks, and is available at any time, including for dunning.
sevDesk is developed and sold by SEVENIT GmbH in Offenburg, which, with its young
team, provides secure and reliable support. As a member of the Federal Association of ITSME e.V, SEVENIT hosts all data on German servers and is committed to 100% quality of
service.
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